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THE COVER ABOUT THE JOURNAL 
Photographic montage of Octopus, the Labora
tory's interactive computi i.g utility. Octopus is an 
exiensive network of computers, storage media, 
input/output devices, and communication chan
nels that provides Laboratory personnel ivjih 
computational services in their offices. The net
work is built around six large computers, four 
CDC 7600's and two STAR-100's, with numer
ous smaller computers carrying out a variety of 
processing tasks to support the main computers 
and other network services. 

The major storage media include an IBM pho-
Uidigital store and CDC 38500 miisi storage facil
ity—each capable of holding over one tril l ion 
bits—as well a.s some 40 000 magnetic tapes. 
Input/output devices range from keyboard 
terminals and video display monitors in users' 
offices to two Honeywell nonimpact printers 
that can print 18 000 lines per minute. Finally, a 
variety of communication channels—some mov
ing information at tens of millions of bits per sec
ond—interconnect all facilities into a single ne'-
work of computing resources. 

For a fuller description of Octopus and of its 
impact on research at L L L , see the article begin
ning on p. 1. 

The Lawrence Livcrmorc Laboratory is operated 
by the University of California for the United 
States Department of Energy. Th= Laboratory is 
one of two nuclear weapons design laboratories 
in the United Stales. Today nearly half of our ef
fort is devoted to programs in magnetic and laser 
fusion energy, biomedical and environmental 
research, applied energy technology, and other 
research activities. 

The Energy and Technology Review is 
published monthly to report on accomplishments 
in this energy and environmental research and on 
unclassified portions of the weapons program. A 
companion journa l , the Research Monthly, 
reports on weapons research and other classified 
programs. Selected titles from past issues of the 
Energy and Technology Review are listed opposite 
the inside back cover. 
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BRIEF 
Mechanical Energy Storage Project. 

OCTOPUS: LLL'S COMPUTING UTILITY 
The Laboratory's Octopus network provides computational services to LLL 
personnel in their offices in much the same way that public utilities provide 
electricity and telephones. 

MAGNITUDE CORRECTIONS FOR ATTENUATION IN THE 
UPPER MANTLE 
We have developed a new procedure for determining seismic magnitudes to im
prove the accuracy of yield estimates for foreign nuclear tests. 

RTNS: A TOOL FOR STUDYING NEUTRON DAMAGE 
LLL scientists have developed the world's most intense 14-MeV neutron 
sources to aid our study of neutron-induced damage in fusion reactor materi
als. For four years we have used the RTNS-I; in the near future we will use the 
RTNS-1I, a source eight times more intense. 
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BRIEF 

MECHANICAL ENERGY STORAGE 
PROJECT 

In September 1977, the ERDA Division of Ener
gy Storage Systems asked LLL to develop and eval
uate the technology of mechanical energy-storage 
systems for application to electric and hybrid vehi
cles, and a new Laboratory program was initiated: 
the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle—Mechanical 
Energy-Storage Technology Project. The project 
supports the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Act of 
1976 and is expected to continue through FY 1982 
with a total expenditure of nearly $8 million. 

Sandia Laboratories is responsible for guiding 
component development. Our role is to develop and 
evaluate energy storage systems technology for ap
plications to vehicles. We are currently in final ne
gotiations with two major contractors, and at the 
end of March we sent out invitations for proposals 
to other prospective contractors for subsystem de
velopment. Although our primary responsibility is 
one of technical management, our effort comple
ments other LLL projects such as those concerned 
with the characterization of composite materials, 
the design of flywheel rotors, and the assessment of 
transportation systems. (See the June 1976 and June 
1977 issues of Energy and Technology Review— 
UCRL-52000-76-6 and UCRL-52000-77-6-for 

discussions of LLL work in transportation 
systems.) 

Including flywheels or other mechanical energy-
storage devices in electric and hybrid vehicles can 
enhance vehicle performance by improving ac
celeration, increasing range, and extending battery 
life. Because mechanical energy-storage systems 
can accept and deliver energy at very high rates, 
they can augment the battery during periods of high 
power demand. Current analyses indicate that the 
life-cycle cost of a vehicle may actually be reduced 
when a mechanical energy-storage unit is included 
in the drive train. 

Before mechanical energy-storage systems can 
find widespread application in vehicle systems, their 
efficiency will have to be improved. These improve
ments will include advances in flywheel rotor design 
and construction, in the effective use of lightweight 
fiber-composite materials, and in the technologies 
of bearings, seals, vacuum systems, and other com
ponents. Under the management of LLL and 
Sandia Laboratories, DOE's Energy Storage Tech
nology program will guide development of these in
dividual components and their integration into sys
tems for use in electric and hybrid vehicles. 

Contact T. M. Barlow (422-6434) for further in
formation on this subject. 



LABORATORYTRENDS 

Octopus: LLL's 
Computing Utility 

The Laboratory's Octopus network constitutes one 
of the greatest concentrations of computing power in 
the worlil. This power derives from the network's or
ganization as well as from the size and capability of 
its computers, storage media, input/output devices, 
and communication channels. Being in a network en
ables these facilities to work together to form a uni
fied computing utility that is accessible on demand di
rectly from the users' offices. This computing utility 
has made a major contribution to the pare of research 
and development at the Laboratory; what we now re
gard as an adequate rate of progress in our research 
could not be achieved without it. 

LLL is only slightly younger than the modern 
digital computer, and our history is closely tied to 
that of the computer industry. We have always been 
a leader in applying computers to scientific activity 
and have one of the world's most extensive, up-to-
date computer installations. 

This preeminence has come about primarily be
cause of the needs of the Laboratory's principal 
program, nuclear weapons research, which has used 
detailed numerical simulations of physical processes 
as a partial substitute for experiments. This sub
stitution must be partial because, unlike experi
ments, numerical simulations cannot discover the 
fundamental characteristics of matter and energy 

Contact John Fletcher (422-40351 for further information •• n this 
article. 

but can orcly determine the effects of known or ex
trapolated characteristics. To the extent that they 
can be used, however, simulations have several ad
vantages over experiments: 

• TNey can be carried out much more rapidly; 
an idea can be tested within a few hours, often with
in a few minutes, and there is no need for months of 
preparation involving hundreds of individuals and 
travel to remote sites. 

• They are much less expensive. 
• They create no concerns about safety, public 

health, environmental impact, or legal obligations. 
Without the computer, advances in nuclear ex

plosives technology would have been much slower, 
more costly, and more difficult. 

Progress in technological fields other than nu
clear explosives also requires extensive use of com
puters; our laser and magnetic fusion programs, for 
example, depend heavily on simulations, and other 
fields of energy research are not far behind. Thus no 
matter how the Laboratory's programs change in 
the future, the need for powerful computing facili
ties will remain and will grow. 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
Computers are tools of the scientist's trade, but 

unlike other tools, proper hardware installation 
alone is not enough for their efficient operation. 
Software is also required: a set of basic computer 
programs supporting the user-generated programs, 
such as simulations. 

As a rule, computer manufacturers sell software 
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along with their hardware, but their software is usu
ally unsuitable for use at LLL. for several reasons. 
First, we often acquire a new computer model be
fore the manufacturer has had time to develop com
plete software. Second, our needs differ from those 
of the financial institutions and other commercial 
enterprises that form the bulk of the manufacturers' 
customers and for whom their software is designed 

Third, we prefer to keep the software of all our com
puters similar, so that our users are not burdened 
with learning an unnecessarily complex variety of 
computer behaviors; however, software from differ
ent manufacturers is seldom similar. Finally, manu
facturers' software seldom satisfies our security re
quirements. Therefore, we have had to develop 
most of our own software and have acquired a staff 

Class IV Class V Class VI 

•BMBBM 
Remote 

keyboard 
terminals 

Remote video 
displays 

Remote 
card readers 

and line 
printers 

Remote 
mini-and 

microcomputers 

Fig. 1 . The Octopus facilities are interconnected to form a single computing utility. In this simplified schematic representation, which 
includes equipment to be installed before 1980, each facility is color-coded to the service that it primarily supports. Red indicates 
processing—running simulations and other computer programs for the users. Yellow indicates storage—retaining information For a pe
riod of time. Blue indicates input/output—converting information between hunan-oriented and computer-oriented forms. The two ma
jor centralized devices here are the nonimpact printers (NIP) and computer-output-to-microfilm recorders (COM) . Black indicates 
communication—transmitting information through the network. Most concentrators are DEC PDP- l l 's : the remote computer con
centrators are SEL 32/75's. Ostrich verifies all users* combinations (that is, the secret word, known only to a user and Ostrich, that al
lows hint to accer; Octopus). 
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of computer scientists to design and implement it. 
We also have a staff of engineers and technicians 
who design and build specialized hardware. 

This staff of computing experts has enabled the 
Laboratory to be a leader, not only in scientific 
computer applications, but also in computer system 
design. To give our users the best possible service, 
useful new software concepts, whether invented 
here or elsewhere, are incorporated into our com
puters as quickly as possible, often years before they 
are generally available commercially. 

Many of these advanced concepts are parts of 
one more encompassing idea, namely, that the 
Laboratory's computing resources shall constitute a 
single computing utility. This utility, called 
Octopus, delivers computational services directly 
into the users' offices, making computer access as 
convenient as turning on a light or placing a 
telephone call. Compared with public utilities, 
however, a computing utility like Octopus makes 
av' , ' vile to its customers—or users—a much 
greater variety of services. As shown in Fig. i, 
services can be conveniently divided into four majcr 
categories: processing, storage, input/outpui, ind 
communication. 

PROCESSING 
Processing is the transformation of data into a 

different, more useful form. In the case of the 
simulations carried out at the Laboratory, a 
description of the initial configuration of a physical 
entity or process is typically transformed, step by 
step, into a description of its later behavior and a 
summary of its characteristics. For example, a 
description of an explosive device at 'he moment of 
detonation is transformed into a history of the 
resulting explosion, including values, both total and 
as a function of time, for its various outputs 
(neutrons, electromagnetic radiation, etc.). 

Processors can be classified in several ways. One 
is to divide them into micro-, mini-, midi-, and 
maxicomputers. These designations are relative, 
comparing computers in terms of their speed, stor
age capacity, and cost. Thus, today's maxicom-
puter is tomorrow's midicomputer, and so on. 
Over the years, computers have also been grouped 

into classes of increasing capability. These designa
tions are fixed, with new classes being added as 
more advanced computers are developed. 

The earliest major computers had only the capa
bility of today's minicomputers and fall into 
class I. Class 11 is typified fcv the IBM 7094 and 
CDC 3600, which today would be regarded as midi-
computers. Class III includes the CDC 6600. To
day's maxicomputers include the class IV CDC 7600 
and the class V CDC STAR-100. Octopus includes 
four 7600's and two STAR-IOO's (Fig. 2). Each of 
these can perform 3 to 10 million arithmetic opera
tions in one second. Except for maintenance, they 
operate 24 hours a day, every day of the year. Yet 
they cannot carry out all the computations LLL 
scientists would like to do; future plans call for ac
quiring still more powerful computers as they be
come available. Our next acquisition will be a 
class VI computer with performance in the range 
of 20 to 60 million arithmetic operations per sec
ond. We are also planning for class VII computers 
in the early 1980's. 

Beginning with class V, we find the introduction 
of vector capability—the rapid processing of many 
successive data elements upon the execution of a 
single instruction. This is contrasted with the scalar 
processing of earlier classes, which involves only 
one, two, or three data elements per instruction. We 
also find that successive classes exhibit a growing 
degree of parallelism, which allows several com
putational activities to take place simultaneously 
within a single computer (Fig. 3). 

The users' programs on the six major Octopus 
computers are not limited to simulations. They in
clude programs for preparing input for simulations 
and editing their results, for generating documents, 
for developing new computer programs, and for 
most of the other processing tasks, both scientific 
and nonscientifie, required by our users. In addition 
to these maxicomputers, Octopus also includes nu
merous midi-, mini-, and microcomputers that car
ry out a variety of processing tasks in support of the 
maxicompulers and of the network's storage, input/ 
output, and communication services. In fact, 
every computational service requires a processor t i 
control it. 
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Fig 2. OIK-of il.r fmir Oilo|iiis ( tH 7f)(Hl i-i)'ii|>tiUars MIMM i|K t in i in I lit h iikLroimit. 

STORAGE 
v ;:orage media retain information lor a period of 

lime MI thill i l c m be tecallcd on demand. SOUK 
itorain; devices—the main memories ami ni.iuneuc 
disks ol the various Octopus computers—dircuU 
support processing In holding initial, intermediate. 
and I'm a I values o\' computations in progress Simi-
larK. other s. >ragc devices dirccilv support input 
output and i om mimical ion services. However, 
there is a considcrahle need at 1 I I lor permanent 
storage that can hold a user's information Tor d:i>s. 
months, or even vears until he needs it again. Ihis 
need reflects the (act thai scientific research and de
velopment i.s a cumulative activuv. 

Storage deuces are measured in terms of hits, the 
fundamental unit of information. \ hit is what can 
he stored in an elemental hardware component 
that has two slates, on and o i l . \ h u m 35 million 
bits aie needed to store the Bible in a computer. 

While some permanent information in Octopus is 
stored on magnetic disks and oilier devices with ca

pacities of up to several bill ion hits, the bulk o\' it is 
stored on about -'O'HIO magnetic tapes and on two 
devices, each holding t\er one in l l xm hits: inc IBM 
phoiodiL'ital store iphotostore) and the recent 1> ac
quired ( !)( -.SMII) mass storage lacilitv. Including 
shelved fi lm that has been removed from the photo-
store. t)ci»pus currentiv stores about ten tri l l ion 
hits, or ihe equivalent of one-third of a mill ion Bi
bles. 

I ulure plans call for adding an automated lacilitv 
to handle magnetic tapes, which must now he hand-
earned hack and forth beiween a siorage vault and 
the computers. \ i the same lime, we will begin con
verting to a new high-densitv tape that can hold 
about a bill ion bits per tape—ten limes the c ipac iu 
o\ our present tapes. I under plans are lo acquire 
still more storage capaciiv in the form of a single de-
v ice holding ai least ten tri l l ion bits: such dev ices are 
expected to become available in the earlv WKOV 

I'crmanentk stored information is logical!) dt-
\ ided into units called files. I iJes \. ir\ in si/e from a 
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few bits to tens of millions of bits; the average at 
LL1. is about two million bits. Each file belongs to 
a user or is shared by a number of users. Public files 
(usually program files) are shared by all users. A 
user refers to a file by its name. 

The system used in Octopus for naming files 
stored on the large storage devices and for naming 
other permanent computing resources is based on 
directories, computerized records in the form of 
lists. Each entry in a directory list consists of two 
parts: a name and information that enables Octopus 
to uniquely identify and locate the resource denoted 
by that name. The user has no direct interest in the 
second part of an entry; all he needs to know is that 
giving the name enables Octopus to find the corre
sponding resource. (As used here, resource is de
fined as a body of information or an entity that can 
process, store, input/output, or communicate in
formation.) 

A directory is itself a resource. The names in one 
directory may refer to other directories. Each user, 
starting at a particular directory that Octopus 

knows belongs to him, called his root directory, 
may give a succession of names leading from direc
tory to directory and culminating in the name of the 
desired resource. The structure of directories named 
in other directories can be as simple or complex as 
the user desires (Fig. 4). 

Naming and locating resources through the use of 
directories has two important advantages. First, 
each user can categorize the files and other re
sources available to him in a way that he finds most 
convenient. For example, the names in his root di
rectory might refer to other directories, each as
sociated with a project on which he works. The 
names in one of these project directories may refei 
to directories associated with phases of the project. 
The names in a phase directory might refer to files 
used during that phase, or the sequence might con
tinue, involving more directories. 

The second advantage of directories is that users 
can share resources with as many oi as few other 
users as they desire. Sharing occurs whenever a suc
cession of names starting in one user's root direc-

o 
Fig . 4 . The Octopus directory structure enables each user to organize his computing resources in a convenient manner and to share 

them with others to the extent that he wishes. In this schematic, a directory is represented as a rectangle divided into smaller rectangles 
representing entries. Each entry contains a name that refers to the resource pointed to by the arrow from that entry. Resources other 
than directories (that Is, flies) are represented as circles. The structure shown here is purely hypothetical. The top directories are the 
root directories of two users, color-coded here as blue and yellow. Green denotes their shared resources. Note that the same name may 
be repeated but not within a single directory, that a resource may have more than one name, and that closed loops may occur. (In a 
closed loop, a name starting In one directory eventually leads back to that directory. Here, for example, the sequence Up Triangle 
starting at the blue root directory refers to that same directory.) The resource marked with the asterisk is identified by the blue user 
with the sequence Right Dot, white (he yellow user has two names for it. Hot Dot and Tepid Right. 
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ton' locates the same resource as a succession of 
names starting in another's root directory. As 
shown in Fig. 4, users sharing a resource may give it 
different names. 

The directory system is also a valuable tool for 
carrying out an important duty of the Octopus util
ity, namely, guaranteeing the privacy of its users' 
files and other resources. Each user is permitted to 
access only those resources, whether private or 
shared, located by a succession of names starting at 
his root directory. This requirement fulfills the 
need-to-know security requirement. 

INPUT/OUTPUT 
Input/output devices translate information be

tween the human world and the computer world. 
Input is generally much less voluminous than out
put. In fact, whenever it appears that a computer 
program is going to require a large amount of input, 
a second program is often written to generate that 
input from a compact description. Therefore, input 
into Octopus tends to be conventional: punched 
cards, keyboards, devices that can point to a loca
tion on a video display, and magnetic tapes (for in
formation carried to Octopus from non-Octopus 
computers). 

For output, the Laboratory has two Honeywell 
nonimpact printers, each of which can print 18 000 
lines per minute with 132 characters per line. Alter
natively, they can print an equivalent number of 
pages of graphical output. We also have three In
formation International Inc. computer-output-to-
microfilm recorders that can output on microfiche, 
35-mm film, and 105-mm film. The total output to 
both paper and film is currently about 10 million 
pages per month. This huge volume, like the volume 
of data stored in Octopus, is a natural consequence 
of the huge volume of computer processing that is 
going on. 

These high-capacity, centralized output devices 
are only part of our input/output capacity. Equally 
important are the lower capacity printers, card 
readers, paper tape devices, tape cassette devices, 
video displays, and keyboard terminals that are dis
tributed around the Laboratory in or near the users' 
offices. It is these that help make Octopus into a 

true utility, bringing computing service to the user 
where he works. 

Currently, the Laboratory has about 1300 tele
typewriters and other keyboard terminals, many 
with paper tape oi magnetic tape cassette devices, 
and about 1000 video display monitors. Most are in 
users' offices. We also have 30 to 40 card reader/ 
line printer stations throughout the Laboratory. 

Obviously, all output is not examined in detail. A 
large amount of it is kept as insurance, to be ex
amined more closely only if the overall results re
quire a. In general, a user will scan quickly through 
tens or even hundreds of pages of closely spaced col
umns of numbers that summarize the history of a 
physical process, looking for behavior patterns that 
characterize its interesting parts. When he finds 
them, he may then take note of a few of the tabu
lated values and discard or file the rest of the out
put. A great help in this process are presentation 
methods that are more compact and more readily 
grasped by the human mind. 

Consequently, increasing emphasis is being placed 
on graphical and picture output instead of tables of 
numerical values, on color instead of black and 
white, on texture and shading instead of line draw
ings, on motion pictures instead of stills. All these 
techniques concentrate information so that it can be 
quickly assimilated, and they are all included in our 
plans for new output devices that print on both film 
and paper or that display on video monitors. Video 
displays are particularly valuable in that they pro
vide a medium for immediately viewing the output 
from computations without waiting for the slower 
hardcopy devices. 

COMMUNICATION 
Octopus is a network: all its facilities are bound 

together with communication channels into a single 
web of computing resources. It is this interconnec
tion that makes Octopus a utility and not just an un
usually large concentration of computing power. 

Interconnection brings several benefits. All the 
network's resources can be accessed and controlled 
from a terminal in the user's office, although each 
user can access only those resources to which he has 
a right. The resources of the network can also be 
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used together in various ways, each becoming more 
useful because of the synergistic effects of interact
ing with other resources. Computational activities 
involving several devices, such as fetching data from 
storage, using it in a computation on a processor, 
and then outputting the results on a printer, become 
one, smoothly flowing process rather than a succes
sion of steps punctuated by manual intervention. 
Finally, all the stored information forms one vast 
data base that can be readily shared as permitted. 

Each facility in Octopus is not directly connected 
to every other facility; information communicated 
from one computer to another may have to move 
through a succession of intermediate computers. 
The communication channels between the facilities 
are varied. The channels presently connecting the 
large, centrally located facilities to one another 
move information at up to tens of millions of bits 
per second, but each channel connects only two fa
cilities. We are also installing the Network Systems 
Corp. Hypershannel, which will interconnect many 
facilities, with sophisticated hardware and software 
techniques smoothly interleaving transmissions be
tween differing pairs of facilities as they contend for 
the shared channel. Channels between the central 
portion of the network and remote facilities in or 
near the users' offices include both simple pairs of 
wires and coaxial cables. 

An important new development is starting to take 
place in regard to remote facilities. No longer do 
they consist solely of input/output devices such as 
keyboard terminals and printers. The rapidly falling 
cost of mini- and microcomputers and their as
sociated peripheral gear now makes it economical 
to have processing and storage capability in some of 
the users' offices. This trend is a natural evolution 
of Octopus and is expected to continue. That is, 
some of the computing resources available to a user 
in his office are in fact located in his office. Others, 
because of their size and cost or because, as with 
stored data, of the benefits of sharing, are available 
from the central part of the network over com
munication channels. The network also provides a 
means for the computers in users' offices to com
municate with one another. 

Interfaces to Octopus especially tailored for re

mote minicomputers are now being developed to 
supplement those tailored to input/output ter
minals. When they are in place, we expect that a ma
jority of the Laboratory's minicomputers, which 
now number about 250, will become attached to the 
network. A few dozen are already connected and 
perform a wide variety of functions. Some, for ex
ample, transmit experimental digital data directly to 
the Octopus network without intermediate input/ 
output devices. Others monitor the progress of long 
simulations and regulate allocation of computer 
time within a group. 

NETWORK CAPABILITY 
The kind of computing activity that Octopus 

makes available to its users may be illustrated by the 
following account of a fictional but not atypical 
user. 

An applications programmer has just received a 
telephoned complaint that the STRAIN code (com
puter program) for calculating the distortion of 
stressed mechanical parts is giving unreasonable an
swers to certain problems. The programmer, who is 
responsible for maintaining STRAIN, is asked to 
fix the bug (error) in the code. The caller states that 
he has given the programmer a file called TEST-
DATA containing a set of input parameters for one 
of the problems giving difficulty. As soon as he 
hangs up, the programmer begins typing at his key
board terminal. His first entry is an identification 
line that indicates which major computer is to be 
used and identifies the programmer to the system. It 
includes a combination, a secret word known only 
to the programmer and to Ostrich, a special com
puter in Octopus that verifies combinations. The 
combination is checked by Ostrich and found to be 
correct; Octopus is then certain with whom it is 
dealing, and therefore permits the programmer to 
access his root directory. 

Our programmer asks that the file TESTDATA 
be copied from the photostore to the computer he is 
using. The full name that he gives for the file in
cludes the name of a special directory in which are 
listed all computing resources given to him by 
others. The file containing the STRAIN code is also 
fetched from photostore. 
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The programmer then executes STRAIN with 
TESTDATA as input. He asks that the output file 
be displayed in graphical form on the video screen 
in front of him. The caller was right: the distortion 
of the displayed shape for the part is counter to the 
direction of the applied stress. The programmer in
vokes an editing program and uses it to modify 
some of the data in TESTDATA, runs STRAIN 
using the modified input, and examines the results 
on his video display. He does this several times. 
Within a few minutes, he has seen enough examples 
of the aberrant behavior of STRAIN that he can 
speculate where the trouble is in the program. 

He now uses another editing program, one de
signed not for examining data files but specifically 
suited to programs written in the FORTRAN lan
guage used to write STRAIN. He commands the ed
itor to display the program listing of one of 
STRAIN'S subroutines. The subroutine is several 
pages long, and he must ask for a few of them iii 
succession before he sees the one he wants. Shortly 
he sees that the minus sign has been omitted from a 
parameter that is used only when the stressed part is 
asymmetrical. Apparently computations involving 
such unusual parts have never been done before and 
were overlooked when the code was tested. 

The programmer corrects the bug using the editor 
and then calls on the FORTRAN compiler (lan
guage processor) to generate a new version of 

STRAIN. He executes the new code with TEST-
DATA as input and views the result, which is now 
properly shaped. After he runs several more test 
cases, the new code (both the source version written 
in FORTRAN ano the executable version generated 
by the compiler) are sent to the photostore. The ex
ecutable version replaces the faulty previous version 
as a public file. The new STRAIN listing is sent to a 
printer located down the hall from the programmer; 
he will pick it up the next time he goes out. He types 
a BYE line to terminate his session with Octopus 
and telephones to tell the person who made the 
complaint that the bug is fixed. About an hour has 
passed. 

Although this example is ficl'onal, it illustrates a 
basic truth: the interactive computing possible with 
a computer utility like Octopus greatly reduces the 
turnaround time (the time between the submission 
of a problem and the return of the result) for many 
computing activities. This creates the possibility of 
quickly shifting between computing and thinking, 
so that there is a man-machine symbiosis that is 
much more productive than if they must act sepa
rately. 

Key Words: computers: multiple access computer system: Octopus: 
Octopus system—design: time-sliariitg. 
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DEFENSE PROGRAMS 

Magnitude Corrections for 
Attenuation in the Upper Mantle 

Since 1969, a consistent discrepancy in seismic 
magnitudes of nuclear detonations at NTS compared 
with magnitudes of detonations elsewhere in the world 
has been observed. This discrepancy can be explained 
in terms of a relatively high seismic attenuation for 
compressions! waves in the upper mantle beneath t!<e 
NTS and in certain other locations. We have devel
oped a correction for this attenuation based on a rela
tionship between the velocity of compressional waves 
at the top of the earth's mantle (just beneath the 
Mohorovicic discontinuity) and the seismic attenua
tion further down in the upper mantle. Our new defini
tion of body-wave magnitude includes corrections for 
attenuation in the upper mantle at both ends of the tel-
eseismic body-wave path. These corrections bring the 
NTS observations into line with measurements of for
eign events, and they enable us to make more reliable 
estimates of yields of underground nuclear explo
sions, wherever the explosion occurs. 

Under the Threshold Test Ban Treaty (TTBT), 
both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. agree to limit the 
yields of their underground nuclear tests to 150 kt 
(630 TJ).They also agreed to use "national technical 
means" for verifying each other's compliance. In 
practice, this means relying on seismic measure
ments for our yield estimates. 

Seismic monitoring for the TTBT includes detec-

Contacl Donald L. Springer 1422-39141 for further information 
on thh article. 

tion, location and identification of seismic events, 
and (for events identified as explosions) yield es
timation. One method for distinguishing explosions 
from other seismic events is '.he /»b:.V/s discriminant 
(see box on page 11). This discriminant is based on 
the observation that, for a given value of the 
surface-wave magnitude, A/s, the value of the body-
wave magnitude, mh, is generally one or two units 
greater for explosions than it is for earthquakes. 

In analyzing ntb:Ms plots, seismologists first 
noted in 1969 that the mbMs data for explosion* m 
the Western United States are anomalous with re
spect to data for the Aleutians and the U.S.S.R.' 
The anomaly, which has been frequently confirmed, 
could be ascribed to unusually high A-/s values, un
usually low mb values, or a combination of the two 
effects. 

An illustration of this anomaly appears in Fig. 1. 
This chart presents the correlation between <WS and 
mb for 28 U.S. events, 26 of which were at NTS, and 
28 Soviet events, 22 of which were at the principal 
test sites in Kazakhstan (20) and Novaya Zemlya 
(2). The data fall clearly into two groups with widely 
diverging slopes. 

One proposed explanation for the anomaly is that 
the release of tectonic strain (strain caused by dis
tortions in the earth's crust) accompanying the ex
plosions at NTS produces the enhanced M% values. 
The available evidence does not support this ex
planation, since tectonic strain release alone is in
sufficient to account for the anomalous mb:Ms rela
tion. 2 
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SEISMIC MAGNITUDE DETERMINATION 

Seismic magnitude is an empirical measure of the strength of a seismic event, either an earth
quake or an explosion. It is defined by an equation of the form 

;n = fl + log 1 0 ( / l /r) + fl(A), 

where in = magnitude, a = empirical constant, A = signal amplitude, T = signal period, and B = 
empirical function of -i, the epicentral distance between sourer and receiver. 

Two types of waves are of major importance in teleseismic (more than 2 000-km) monitoring of 
explosions and earthquakes: the P or body wave, a compressional wave that travels through the body 
of the earth, and the Rayleigh wave, a wave that propagates along the surface of the earth. We deter
mine the body-wave magnitude, mb, by measuring the amplitude of the P wave, and the surface-wave 
magnitude, A/s. by measuring the amplitude of the Rayleigh wave. The m\,:Ms discriminant, used to 
distinguish between explosions and natural earthquakes, is the relation between these two mag
nitudes. 

In correcting magnitudes for attenuation in the upper mantle, we distinguish two types of P 
waves. One is the P n wave that is generated by shallow events in the crust and is refracted just below 
the Mohorovicic discontinuity between the crust and the mantle. We have discovered that the velocity 
of this wave appears to be an indicator of the seismic absorption conditions at greater depths in the 
upper mantle, and we can use it in estimating attenuation coefficients for subsequent events in the 
same region. 

The teleseismic P wave, on the other hand, penetrates hundreds of kilometres into the mantle be
fore it is refracted back up to the surface thousands of kilometres from the source. The attenuation 
deeper in the mantle is much less than that in the upper mantle near the Mohorovicic discontinuity. 
Hence, a teleseismic P wave is subjected to the greatest atunuation only as it propagates through the 
shallow portions of the mantle. 

Teleseismic P wave 



Fig. 1. A plot of aarface-wave mataittde, M,, vt the 
coaveattaiaUy defined body-wave magaltade, ttib, for 56 
dlffereM explosions, etaaUy divided between U.S. and Sovi
et shots (of which U wen at NTS, 10 at Me Soviet proving 
trow*at Kazakhstan, and 2 at Novaya Ze.nlya la the Arc
tic Ocean). The Ma clearly fall into two categories, with 
the NTS explosions hi one gronp aad the Soviet explosions 
in another. Aaenttlons attenuation of the body waves In the 
upper natffe ncneath NTS appears to account for most of 
the differeace hetweea the two sets of data. 

Another explanation, for which considerable seis
mic evidence exists, 3 is that there is unusually high 
body-wave attenuation in the upper mantle beneath 
the Western United States, depressing the »i b values 
for NTS explosions. If we assume that this is the 
case, we can formulate correction factors lhat com
pensate for the attenuation, bringing the NTS data 
into line with data from the rest of the world. 4 In 
this article we examine the evidence for this ex
planation, develop a body-wave magnitude defini
tion that corrects for regional variations in attenua
tion, and apply this correction to seismic data for a 
worldwide set of explosions. 

EVIDENCE FOR REGIONAL VARIATIONS 
OF ATTENUATION IN THE UPPER 
MANTLE 

Many studies of the amplitudes and frequencies 
of body waves have detected anomalously high 
.v- -nic-wave absorption in the upper mantle in the 
V\ item United States. 5 These studies consistently 
report higher attenuation :u the Western United 
States than in the Eastern, sometimes by a factor of 

three. There also appears to be a correlation be
tween the unusual attenuation and observed pat
terns of P- and S-wave slowing (late arrival times), 
upper-mantle electrical conductivity, and heat 
How. 6 

Regional variations in upper-mantle absorption 
are also found elsewhere, as in the Baikal Rift re
gion and the transitional zone between Asia and the 
Pacific Ocean. Like the Western United States, 
these two regions have a thin crust, high heal flow, 
high electrical conductivity, low density, and low 
seismic velocities in the upper mantle. 

We explored the interrelations among some of 
these parameters and found a useful empirical rela
tion between seismic velocity and seismic attenua
tion. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, a composite plot 
that presents curves of body-wave-magnitude re
siduals (the deviations of specific body-wave mag
nitude measurements from the average) and of aver
age attenuation factors versus Pn-wave velocity and 
P-wave velocity, respectively. Note that there is a 
sudden change in each of these curves at a velocity 
of 8.1 km/s. Thus, although the reasons for the cor
relation between Pn-wave and P-wave velocities 
and body-wave attenuation are unknown (in the 
sense that we are unable to calculate the effect from 
first principles), we have strong evidence that such a 
correlation does exist, that there are regional varia
tions in body-wave attenuation, and that we can use 
the measurable variations in Pn-wave velocity to es
timate the rate of attenuation. 

CORRECTION METHOD 
Our first step in applying this new correction 

technique was to formulate a new definition of 
body-wave magnitude, designated /MQ to distin
guish it from the standard body-wave magnitude, 
»ib. The corrected body-wave magnitude is defined 
by the equation 

»(Q = mb + RC + SC + DC. 

In this expression RC is the correction for at
tenuation in the upper mantle at the receiver end of 
the wave path, SC is the similar correction for at
tenuation near the source of the disturbance, and 
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DC is the correction for the depth of the source. Sep
arating the correction into parts serves to emphasize 
that the values of the correction terms are different 
in different parts of the world and for different 
depths of the source. The attenuation is also great
est in the upper mantle and negligible over most of 
the deep portion of the wave path—hence the sepa
rate corrections at the source and receiver ends of 
the path. 

Ideally, the b isic datum needed for calculating 
each of these correction terms is the value of the 
specific dissipation factor. Q„, at every point in the 
wave path. This ideal is unattainable: in fact even 
average dissipation factors, Qtl, are unavailable for 
much of the world. Our new correlation between P„-
wave velocity and upper-mantle attenuation en
abled us to estimate Q„ for many additional regions. 
We limited our data set to recordings of events for 
which we could estimate Q„ at both the source and 
the receiver ends of the path. 

To derive profiles of Qu vs depth, we used various 
published profiles of P-wave velocity v.4 depth for 
different parts of the world and for the world aver
age, together with the curve in Fig. 2. Step-by-slep 
calculations of the attenuation down to 700 km into 
the mantle produced values for Q„ of 800 for shield 
and stable-platform areas (most of the continental 
areas including the Eastern United States) and of 
275 for the Basin and Range Province where NTS is 
located. (Note that a larger value of Q„ corresponds 
to a lower attenuation. Qlx for a nonattenuating ma
terial would be infinite.) These values of Qlx enabled 
us to compute correction factors for every source-
receiver pair, yielding new body-wave magnitudes, 
m 0 . 

APPLICATIONS O F m a 

The main applications of our new definition of 
body-wave magnitude are to remove a regional bias 
in standard magnitude measurements of distant 
seismic events and to improve our yield estimates of 
distant nuclear events. To this end we have analyzed 
the seismic records for a worldwide set of 46 nuclear 
and 2 large chemical explosions and determined mb 

and »IQ values for each of them. We have also deter
mined Ms values for 43 of the 46 nuclear explosions. 
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Fig. 2. 
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A composite plot combining data on body-wave 
magnitude residuals individual variations from the average 
of a number of separate measures) vs P,-wave velocity, 
and the specific dissipation factor (a measure of attenuation) 
for P waves, (? 0 , plotted vs local P-wave velocity. The two 
sets of data are from separate measurements, yet they both 
show a break at a velocity of 8.1 km/s. This is strong evi
dence for a real connection between P-wave velocity and Qa. 

Of these 48 explosions, 38 were detonated by the 
United States (32 of them in the Western United 
States), 7 by the U.S.S.R. (including the 2 chemical 
explosions), 2 by France, and I by India. 

The yields, depths of burial, and other data have 
been published for the 38 U.S. explosions and can 
be inferred from published data for the other events. 
Figure 3 is a plot of this data (omitting four Yucca 
Valley events) in ierms of the relation between IIIQ 
and yield. As may be seen, the data points fall fairly 
close to a single line determined by regression analy
sis (least-squares fitting). 

Figure 4 is a plot of »IQ vs /Ws for the same set of 
56 explosions plotted in Fig. I. Using the corrected 
body-wave magnitude in place of the standard mb 

merges the two divergent groups of data points al
most into one. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The mbMs relation, commonly used for distin

guishing between explosive events and earthquakes, 
is anomalous for explosions in the Western United 
States compared with the relation for explosions in 
other testing areas of the world. There is consider
able evidence that relatively high body-wave at
tenuation in the upper mantle beneath the Western 
United States is a principal cause of the different 
HitfAfs relation for NTS explosions. 

We have detected a strong correlation between 
seismic absorption in the upper mantle and the ve
locity of P n waves just below the Mohorovicic dis

continuity. We have developed an empirical method 
of body-wave magnitude correction that includes 
corrections for attenuation at the receiver and at the 
source, plus a source-depth correction to account 
for interference effects in the P-wave arrival. We 
designate the resulting corrected body-wave mag
nitude f»Q, to distinguish it from previous defini
tions of body-wave magnitude, mb. 

We have determined »IQ values for a worldwide 
set of large explosions for which yield data are avail
able. We found that a single ntQtyield relation is a 
fair fit to the data for all explosions with high seis
mic coupling, but that two *»Q:yield relations are a 
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better fit to the data. The differences in the two sets 
of explosions appear to have more to do with cou
pling than with attenuation in the upper mantle. 

Finally, we found that the explosions in our data 
set, including those at NTS, have a common mg:M s 

relation with explosions in other parts of the world. 
We also reexamined previously published studies 
that showed anomalous m^Afs relations for NTS 
explosions compared to explosions on Amchitka 
and in the U.S.S.R. and showed that they too have a 
common »«Q:A/ 5 relation. These observations sug
gest the possibility of a universal magnitude, useful 
in the analysis of explosions and earthquakes any
where in the world. 
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ENERGY TECHNOLOGY 

BJN§_: A Tool for Studying 
Neutron Damage 

; WllieA-

The high fluxes of 14-McV neut.ons produced by : 
fusion reactors cause materials damage problems that I 
affect reactor feasibility, economics, and safety. Al- i 
though a body of neutron damage data has been devel- I 
oped in the fissionreactor program, we-netd stilly 
more information'to guide materials selection for the 
first demonstration fusion reactor. 

AV't have been studying-damage processes induced 
by 14-MeV neuironS|for approximately jour yeais_at__ 
LLL's RTNS-1 (Rotating Target Neutron Source). 
The RTNS-I is the most intense 14-MeV neutron 
source in the world, producing 6 X 1 0 l 2 14-MeV 
neutrons per second. By extrapolating the technology 
of this source, we hava designee), a facility 'with two \ 
new neutron sources (RTNS-II) to produce 4 X 10 , 3 

neutrons per second. Construction of these sources 
and the research facility that houses them is nearing 
completion. The new facility will be operated by LIX 
as a national center for fusion reactor materials 
research, 

The successes obtained with magnetic confine
ment of plasmas in tokamak devices, first in the So
viet Union and then in the United States, led in the 
early 1970's to the decision to accelerate the U.S. 
program to produce fusion power reactors. The re
sulting effort was structured into two subprograms: 
one to address the remaining physics uncertainties 

Contact Jay Davis I422-IS89) for further information on this 
article. 
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of plasma confinement and the other to address the 
engineering feasibility of fusion reactors. Of the en
gineering problems associated with fusion reactors, 
one of the most difficult to study without having a 
working fusion test reactor is the damage produced 
by the 14-MeV neutrons from the T(d,n) reaction. 

In any of the currently proposed magnetic or in
ertia! confinement fusion reactors, the flux of 

_14jjyi6V_neutforis at the inner wall of the reactor 
will be about '0 '* n / cm 2 - s . Although this flux is 
over an order of magnitude below that typical in fis
sion power reactors (1 to 3 X 1 0 1 5 n / c m 2 , s ) , the 
average energy of fission neutrons is so much lower 
(below 1 MeV even for fast breeder reactors) that 
the damage processes may be significantly different. 
This difference in energy prevents us from extrap
olating confidently from fission reactor experience. 

Neutrons damage reactor materials in several 
ways. Energetic atoms recoiling from collisions with 
neutrons produce cascades of vacancies anJ inter
stitial atoms in the material lattice. Helium and hy
drogen are produced when neutrons interact with 
atoms of the material through (n,«) and (n,p) reac
tions. Vacancies may aggregate into voids, gas bub
bles may form and grow, and interstitial migration 
may change alloy microstructure. These processes 
result in changes in the physical and electrical prop
erties of materials. Materials such as superconduc
tors may fail, or the strength of structural or 
radiological-containment components may be re
duced below an acceptable level. Near the surface of 
the material, energetic recoil atoms may escape 
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completely (sputtering) or the lids of gas bubbles 
may break off (exfoliation). Release of such mate
rial into a plasma could cool it and quench the ther
monuclear burn. Gross modification of surface fea
tures causing increased gas absorption or release, 
insulator failure, or damage to the final optics of 
lasers could have similarly unacceptable results. 

LLL"s involvement with intense 14-MeV sources 
began in 1966 with the installation 01 the 1CT (In
sulating Core Transformer) accelerator (Fig. I). As 
originally installed, this 400-keV air-insulated ma
chine could produce an 8-mA beam of atomic deu-
lerons (D + ) . By bombarding a target of tritium ab
sorbed in titanium, we could produce a 14-MeV 

Fig . 1 . Dcuteron accelerator f o r the RTNS-I source The targe alumfnum high-railage terminal on the left contains the deuteron Ion 
source and the power supplies that d m e it In operation, this machine accelerates a 400-keV deuteron beam through an accelerating column 
that is s u r r o u n d by cylindrical rings to produce a smooth electrostatic surface. The 400-keV deuteron beam then passes from the diffusion 
pump sDvnd at the center of the picture through the evacuated-beam transport system out to the right to the target room in which the rotating 
tritium target is placed. 
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Table 1. Livtrmora neutron source panmatsn. 

RTNS-I RTNS-JI 
1976 1978 

Beam enerfc*. keV 400 400 
Tujet current) mA 25 150 
Spot atze, mm 6 10 
Tirjet diameter, an 23 so 
Tuttt ipeedi rpm 1100 5000 
Source itnngft, n/t 6 X 1 0 1 2 4 X I 0 1 3 

Maximum flux, n/cm >i 1.7 X 1 0 n 1.0 X 10 1 

Tarjet lifetime, hr 100 100 

neutron source strength of 2 X 10 l 2 n/s . To prevent 
the power deposited in the target from raising the 
temperature to such an extent that excessive tritium 
is released, we rotate the target at 1100 rpm with its 
back surface in water, Although this source was de
veloped primarily for weapons-related neutronics 
work, interest in fusion materials damage problems 
led to its upgrading in the early 1970's. By 1974, a 
source strength of 6 X 10 1 2 n/s was produced with 
a peak flux of 1.7 X 10 l 2n/cm 2-s available. 

Using the RTNS-I source, experimenters from 
LLL and other laboratories measured sputtering 
coefficients, hardening of metals (measured by 
change in yield strength of sample), and change of 
critical current in superconductors resulting from 
14-MeV neutron irradiation. The results of these 
measurements indicate that damage processes that 
depend on total defect production scale about as ex
pected with neutron energy. Damage processes de
pendent on the type and distribution of clustered 
defects do not scale as expected. Change in lattice 
parameters, detailed microstruclure, yield strength, 
superconducting properties, and optical absorption 
do not scale with damage energy deposited. Al
though these experiments were hampered by the low 
flux available (maximum fluence to date in an ex
periment has been about 2 X 10 " n/cm 2), their re
sults demonstrated that simple extrapolation of fis
sion reactor experience is inadequate for fusion 
reactor design decisions. 

To provide for fusion neutron irradiations and to 
overcome the flux limitations of the RTNS-I 

source, in 1973 LLL proposed the construction of a 
new neulron source facility containing two im
proved sources based upon the rotating target tech
nique. Design source strength was projected at 
4 X 1 0 1 3 n/s with a peak flux of 1.0 X10 1 3 

n/cm 2-s. LLL proposed to operate this facility, 
called the RTNS-II facility, as a national center for 
fusion reactor materials research under the auspices 
of the Office of Fusion Energy. 

The main parameters of the RTNS-II neutron 
sources are compared to those of the RTNS-I 
source in Table 1. The estimated cost of construc
tion of the new facility and the neutron sources is SS 
million. This funding was provided as a line item in 
the FY 1976 federal budget. Design of the facility 
began in March of 1976; procurement began in May 
of that year and construction started in August. We 
estimate that the project will be completed in July of 
1978. 

RTNS-II FACILITY 
Physical Plant. The physical plant for the 

RTNS-II Facility serves two functions: to contain 
the primary and secondary radiation resulting from 
operation of the neutron sources and to provide 
control and support areas for work on both unir
radiated and irradiated components of the sources 
and experimental apparatus. The facility is shown iii 
Fig. 2. The primary radiation from the neutron 
sources will be contained by concrete walls 2.5 m 
thick around the target rooms in which neutrons are 
produced. (The door to one of the target rooms is 
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shown in Fig. 3.) Access lo the accelerators, target 
rooms, and hot work areas of the facility is limited 
and controlled by the source operators. 

To minimize the dangers of handling irradiated 
equipment, we provide a hot cell and hot work 
room for servicing and storing these activated mate
rials. Activated apparatus is moved from the target 
rooms to the hot cell by a remote handling system 
able to place a 3-Mg package with 0.5-cm accuracy. 
Because the tritium targets outgas approximately 
370GBq (lOCi)of tritium per hour during normal 
operation, t.ie exhaust of all vacuum systems on the 
accelerators must be collected and passed through a 
tritium scrubber. This scrubber converts all hy
drogen isotopes to waltir and traps the water for 
safe disposal. 

Accelerators. The major components in one ac
celerator and target room are shown in Fig. 4. A 

large high-voltage terminal contains the deuteron 
ion source plus the power supplies and vacuum 
pumps required to operate this source. The high-
voltage terminal is raised to 400 kV by a 300-mA 
Cockcroft-Walton high-voltage supply. Power lo 
operate the ion source and all the electronic compo
nents in the high-voltage terminal is provided by a 
75-kW isolation transformer that feeds three-phase 
power from ground into the terminal. The ion 
source selected for these accelerators is a modifica
tion of the reflex arc MATS-lll source developed at 
Livermore as an injector for magnetic confinement 
experiments. A 90° double focusing magnet is used 
following the source to separate the D + beam from 
the molecular beam components (Dt, Dj) that are 
also produced by the source. This arrangement 
allows the accelerating column and the beam trans
port system for the accelerator to be optimized for a 

Fig. 3 . Shielding door to one of the target rooms in the RTN'S-II facility. The door is about 2.5 m thick, 3.5 m wide at the outside, and 2 m 
wide on the inside face. This door swings on hinges and weighs approximately 44 Mg. When in use, experimental equipment and target as
semblies for the RTNS-11 sources will be moved from a hot work area through this door into the target room for irradiation under remote 
control. During this process, the door will be operated from a remote location. 
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Fig. 4 . Major components or a single neutron source in the RTNS-ll facility. On the left (in the machine room housing the ac
celerator) arc the stcpup transformers and rectifier stacks, the high-voltage terminal containing the deuteron ion source for the ac
celerator, and the accelerating column and beam transport system. In the cutaway room at the right of the figure are located the rest of 
the beam transport system, the rotating target, and the cart on which the experimental package is placed. Shown at the extreme right is 
the remote transport system that moves experimental and target packages to and from the target room. Components shown in dashed 
lines can be added to upgrade the high-voltage supply to 500 mA rating. 

single ion species. 
A cutaway view of the high-voltage terminal 

(Fig. 5) shows the ion source and the accelerating 
column through which the ion beam passes as it 
moves from the 400-keV terminal to ground. The 
vacuum envelope of the acceleration column was 
fabricated at LLL by vacuum-brazing alumina in
sulating rings to copper electrodes. The active 
length of the column (the region through which the 
beam actually accelerates) is shorter than the out
side length of the envelope (25 cm vs 80 cm). Inter
mediate electrodes of copper coated with chrome 
are used to connect the outer copper electrodes (to 

which the resistor string is connected) to the inner 
molybdenum electrodes that shape the field in 
which the deuterons are accelerated. 

A major design problem in the construction of 
the RTNS-ll neutron sources is to minimize the 
possible consequences of the ion beam from the ac
celerator being misdirected onto a component of the 
accelerator. Since the power density of this beam is 
75 kW/cm -, the beam will melt any material on 
which it is directed except for the rotating target. 
Our solution to the problem is to design the ac
celeration column and beam transport system to de
liver to the target virtually all of the ion beam in-
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Fig . 5 . Major cumponcntsuf the ion source and acceleration tube of the RTNS-U suurces. The ion source is mounted vertical!* toul-
Ion installation of a 911° bending magnet that separates unnamed molecular components of the beam from the atomic components. Af-
Kr this separation the deuteron iieam accelerates from the extraction voltage (15 fceV I to the full -WIMtcV cncrE.v hv passing through 
the accelerating column of the machine. The large gas loud from this ion source (approximate^ 10 to 20 cm* /min at standard 
temperature ami pressure) is removed from the vacaum svstcm b> three turhomolecular pumps—each with u capacity to pump 20011 
litres of air per second. 

jected into the accelerating column. Limiting 
apertures of pyrolytic graphite are used at places in 
the beam transport system where the ion beam is 
diffuse. These apertures can stand power deposition 
of a few kW/cm : and are thus useful to limit the 
outer edge of the ion beam. Diagnostic devices that 
determine the beam current and beam position 
without interacting with the beam have been devel
oped. Beam current is monitored by measuring the 
dc magnetic field produced by the beam. Beam posi
tion is determined by viewing the recombination ra
diation produced when the beam ionizes residual 
gas in the beam transport system. 

To test the design of the many accelerator subsys
tems, we conducted a full-scale lest with one ac
celerator (Fig. 6). Because the test enclosure does 

not have neutron shielding, the beam accelerated 
must be Ht rather than I ) + ( lo r purposes of test
ing the accelerator, these two beams are equiv a lent. I 
Tests of all accelerator systems to dale have been 
successful. Ion beams of up to 50 mA have been 
produced at energies up lo 250 keV. Nonintcractivc 
beam-monitoring devices have been tested success
fully, as has the design of the ion source acceleration 
column and beam transport system. Tests using a 
deuterium-loaded rotating target art* to begin 
shortly. 

Target System. Allhough we are investigating 
materials with better hydriding and thermal proper
ties, the initial neutron source for the RTNS-ll will 
be the trilium-in-titanium material used on 
RTNS-I. To ensure that this material operates in 
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Fig . 6. Ilij:ti-w>tl:inv lrrmin:il ititil punvt <tti(i|))ii-v irf'ltjv finittit>|>r ;io.Tk-r;nor. \<\ tin* K-I'l are llu- insulating li'us. mnnotors. ami m l HUT 
i i iu-kt itcil C'iHi|»risii i l i f ( in-kmtli-Will i on pnwi-r Mi|i|il>. I his jtowvr sii|tji1* is cmim-cU-il lo 11n-skin of I tit- high-iiil(ii|;i' ivrminal t>\ ;i hi|>h-
|Hi«vr l i t IIIMI-'..' resistor, wliivli ik'ioupk-s the krini iml from tin,' |HI« IT Mi|i|il> (luriii|> sparks, I In- am-k'nii ioii column awl brum jr;ji)sjmM 
svsk-m uiot sli<mn> fur lliis prnhitvpr ni-vdrrafiir an- knitted Iti-litud I lit' lij*.:)i-ii»lt;ij;r Ji-iiiunal ;K llu- buck ol thr t-mlosurr. 

ihe virnc thermal evele on K I \ S - H . we have mod
eled the thermal!) driven process ol tr i t ium dis
sociation and dilJtJ.sion in ihc target. 1 line-
dependent temperature pro Tiles of ihc etict'Liv 
deposition in Ihe target were calculated UMIIU ihc 
power dcr.siiv of ihe beam, the dwell lime o\' the 
bean) on the target eleineiU. and the thermal con
ductivity of both target material and backing. \ siuii 
these proTdes. we calculated the dissociation of tita
nium tnl ide and the diffusion of tr i t ium throutih the 
target \o its front surface, l o nonnali/e this calcula-
lion to l l u 1 artel lifetimes observed on K 1 NS-I. we 
added to the calculation a measured surface barrier 

to trit ium release. I he condition under which ihe 
liirjiet must he operated on K I N S - l l was d'-i.-r-

adjusiinj! the speed of the beam past 
' , u - ' - ; , ; release over each 

deter
mined b\ adjustinj! the speed of the beam past each 
tariiel element until the i r i i ium release over each 
thermal evele was the same as that calculated for 
i< I NS-I. l o accommodate the increase in power 
densiu from 30 k\\ cm : on RTNS-I to (he 
planned 7> k\V cm : on K I V S - I I . we had to in
crease the lart ie l speed f rom I 100 em s to 
10 0011.-m s 10 (Hill cm 

I his (enfold increase in tartiet speed was accomp
lished in two steps. The first was lo increase the 
speed of laryeC rotation from 1100 rpm to 5000 rpm 
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Fig . 7. l'rot(ii>pi' til'ihv 5<i-cm, SIMMMpm v rj;t'l sw i 'm. The u-st tarpyi is miiunii-d un thv van thai will In- iisvif in r a m tin.- tarurt s w r 
jifiil t-vpvriimnial apparatus tu and frmn tlu' lar^i'l niimi. During irrailialimi I hi- lar iM assi-nihh is :ili|^iii'*.l 10 ̂ tlhin I ntni <>l tin- hir^rt -n 
fail-, which is mm inn at 5(M)tl rpin. 

b\ leplacmg the present rotating \ueuum seal ol' 
stainless steel on piaslic with a dit icrentialk 
pumped air-hearing seal, the second step in in
creasing the target spued was lo double the target di
ameter to appropriate!} 50 cm. A lii l l-si/e test of 
this s\stem is shown in I ig. 7. I he test target is 
mounted on a prototype ol the carl that wil l be used 
to earn expeiimental apparatus and the target to 
the target room. 

To circulate cooling water across the back of the 
target, we placed the water within etched channels 
in the back of die Laruel. A seclio-j of the mask used 

to clch these channels is >hown in I ig S \ t i c t e i 
mi;. ;molher slice) ol copper is bonded o\er 
channels, and the targcl is Mien huiroformed to 
desired shape I arget backing materials and 
processes ol etching, honding. ;iiui hwlrolorm 
ha\e been e\tcnsi\el\ tested in the past iw.i \e; 
Ml steps of the sequence required to prodiKC >(<• 

targets hi.\e now been demonstrated. 
One remaining detail of the t r i t ium- in- i ium 

target is poorl} understood Dii/nig the HHMii 
usahle lifetime of the target. o\er iwice as mi 
deuterium is injected into the l i ianiuni in the d 

the 
the 
the 
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Fig. 8. A section of MIL1 etching musk used to produce 
water-cooling channels within one of the rotating lur^i'ts. 
The target is made In etching the dark lines of this pattern 
into one shei'l of copper allot and then diffusinn-hnnding 
another sheet of copper alios over il In produce a sandwich 
largt't »ith Hater channels inside the back of (he target ma
terial. Cooling water is supplied from and returns in a cen
tral huh. To remove the 60 kW of power that the ion beam 
deposits on the tritium target, water must he forced through 
thete channels at a rate of approximately 1 lilre/s. The con
voluted channels enhance heat transfer to tfte coolant. 
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teron beam as ihc original t r i l ium inventor) of" the 
target. However, deuterium is released from the tar
get by diffusion at a rate over 10 limes that at which 
tr i l ium is released. 1 he distribution of tr i t ium re
maining in the target is quite nonuniform as a func
tion ol depth in the target and is not that expected 
from an\ simple model in which equilibrium mixing 
and diffusion of Indrogen isotopes is assumed. Suc
cessful operation of the RTNS- l l sources depends 
upon the persistence of this behavior at the higher 
deuleron dose levels the target wil l experience on 
RTNS-I I . 

OTHER NEUTRON SOURCES 
Iwu alternative neutron sources for fusion male-

rials studies are currently being considered by the 
Office of \ usion 1 nerg\. The first, referred to as 
INS (Intense Neutron Source), has been authorized 
for construction al the l.os Alamos Scientific Labo
ratory. 1 his source would locus a 1.5-A beam of 
I + on a supersonic target of I)-, gas to produce a 
total neutron source strength of I X JO ' ^n /s . Con
struction of this neutron source was authorized 
along with R 1 NS-II in the I Y 1976 federal budget. 
However, because of budgetary l imitations, con
struction of the INS has not yet began. 1 he current 
estimated cost of the INS project is S30 mil l ion. 

Another neutron source, using a different source 
reaction, was authorized in the ) Y 1977 federal 
budget tor construction at the l lanford laiginecring 
Development l.aboralon, at Hanford. Washington. 
This source would use a 35-McV deuleron l i/ iacand 
a l iquid-l i thium target. Hombarding the l i thium tar
get with a 100-mA beam o[ deulerons can produce 
a total neulron source strength in excess of 10"' n/s. 
The neutrons produced range in energy from less 
than I MeV up u> ;i maximum of about 45 MeV. 
However, the neutron spectrum has a mean energy 
o f about M MeV with a broad maximum neir that 
energy. Such a neutron spectrum may be an accept
able approximation to ihe spectrum in a fusion re
al tor . The projected cost of this neutron source is 
$83 mil l ion. Operation is scheduled for five years 
from the stan of construction, which has not yet 
begun. 

These sources may be compared by noting that 

the experimental volume of the R 1 NS-II sources is 
2 cm \ thai o\' the INS is 10 to 511 cm \ and that of 
the l.i(d.n) source is MMXJem \ Construction of Ihe 
hitler two sources will require advancing the tech
nology of accelerators, beam transport and beam 
diagnostics, and targets. 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
Wil l i initial operation of the first of the two neu

l ron sources in the RTNS-I I 1 aeilitv scheduled for 
. lul\ o f this jear. the experimental program in the 
new facility wi l l begin, f i rs t regularlv scheduled ma
terials experiments are planned I'm October of l u 7S. 
The size and extent o f this experimental program 
will depend upon future budgets for the fusion pro
gram, l i te RTNS-I I sources were designed with op
tions that allowed them to be upgraded to source 
strengths of 10 l 4 n/s. Such upgrading would extend 
the period of usefulness of these sources to ihe lale 
1W1IV 

I f the neutron sources are not used tocapaci l} by 
the fusion materials program, experiments in areas 
such as neutron cancer therapv or technologv devel
opment for other accelerator-related programs ma\ 
be possible. The design tools and diagnostic con
cepts developed during the RTNS-I I project may be 
applicable in areas as diverse as the development o f 
neutral beam sources or direct energy conversion 
devices for fusion reactors, or the production of 
high-current pulsed injectors for radiolherapv or 
spallation breeding accelerators. Operation of these 
neulron sources and participation in the new and 
unique materials work to he done with ihem will 
give 1.1.1. a lead role in •'• new area of tcchnologv. 

A.i*i M urih ln\itni rc<mor\, Hcuiruit* -nuimiinn I'tlniy rrutlur 
malrriuh. finttilittii fitiii't Sviilmn Sutm f. K/W 

FOR FURTHER READING 
Kcider1, wisliiii}: iufdilumul inlnriiKidon on intense Miurees o! 
Iiiyh-irncr^ji neutrons should see the special issue uf \ur/<'<« In-
uriinwiilt anil \lvthui(\ "Hi j ih I ncrj!\ ;im! IIi(»h Intensity \ e u -
irnn Sotin.cs." W / httfnmi Mfllhnh 145. No 1 (l«)77|. 
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PAST TITLES 

Articles in the Energy and Technology Review have been organized into subject areas approximately cor
responding to the Assistant Secretaries' areas of responsibility in the Department of Energy. These subject 
areas are listed below with references to some recent articles in each category. (A semiannual index appears in 
the June and December issues.) 

DEFENSE PROGRAMS 
Pulsed Sphere Measurements for Weapons and Fusion Reactor Design (February 1978) 
Surface and Passivation Studies of Actinide Metals (February 1978) 
Laser-Induced Molecular Fluorescence for Chemical Analysis (January 1978) 
Zone-Plaic Coded Imaging of Thermonuclear Burn (January 1978) 
A Dissector-Restorer rraming Tube for Recording Very Fast Experiments (October 1977) 
Glasses for High-Power Fusion Lasers (September 1977) 
Laser Fusion Program Overview (August 1977) 

ENERGY RESEARCH 

Hydrogen Production by Thermochemical Decomposition: The Zinc Selenide Cycle 
(November/December 1977) 

ENERGY TECHNOLOGY 
Fusion Energy 

Mirror Fusion Test Facility (October 1977) 
Neutral Beams for Magnetic Fusion (September 1977) 
TMX: A New Fusion Plasma Experiment (July 1977) 

Nuclear Energy 
Boiling-Water Reactor Safety Studies (February 1978) 

Solar, Geothermat, and Electric Energy 

Solar Power for Industrial Process Heat (November/December 1977) 
Taming Geothermal Brines for Electrical Power (July 1977) 

ENVIRONMENT 

The Ozone Layer: Assessing Man-Made Perturbations (January 1978) 
Safeguards Research: Assessing Material Control and Accounting Systems (November/December 1977) 
Developing Criteria for the Management of Nuclear Wastes (October 1977) 
Microwave Gas Analyzer Development at LLL (September 1977) 
Flow Cytometry in Cervical Cancer Diagnosis (July 1977) 
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NOTICES 

This report was prepared us an account of work 
sponsored by the United Slates Government. 
Neither the United Slates nor the United Stales 
Department of Energy, nor uny o f their em
ployees, nor any of their contractors, subcontrac
tors, or their employees, makes any warranty, ex
press or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or 
usefulness o f any informat ion, apparatus, 
product or process disclosed, or represents that 
its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 

Reference to a company or product name does 
not imply approval or recommendation of the 
product by the University of California or the 
U.S. Department of Energy to the exclusion of 
others that may be suitable. 
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